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     POINT AND LINE TO PLANE    , Wassily Kandinsky.   This famous work by a 
pioneer in the movement to free art from the bonds of tradition explores 
the role of the line, point, and other key elements of non-objective paint-
ing. 127 illustrations.         192pp.   6.14 x 9.21.      978-0-486-23808-1    $11.95     

     MODERN ARTISTS ON ART  : Second Enlarged Edition  , Edited by Robert 
L. Herbert.   Sixteen of the 20th century's leading artistic innovators talk 
forcefully about their work: Albert Gleizes, Jean Metzinger, Henry Moore, 
Kurt Schwitters, Max Ernst, El Lissitzky, Fernand Léger, and more.         208pp.  
 5 1/2 x 8 1/2.      978-0-486-41191-0    $14.95     

     CHRISTIAN AND ORIENTAL PHILOSOPHY OF ART    , Ananda K. 
Coomaraswamy.   Nine of the most famous essays by the preeminent phi-
losopher and art historian, exploring such subjects as the true function 
of aesthetics in art and the importance of symbolism.         160pp.   5 1/2 x 8 1/2.   
   978-0-486-20378-2    $8.95     

    Concerning the Spiritual 
in Art 
   Wassily Kandinsky 
Translated with an introduction by 
M.T.H. Sadler 
 Artists and thinkers alike will treasure this 
special hardcover edition of one of the most 
important documents in the history of modern 
art. A pioneering work in the movement to free 
art from its traditional bonds to material reality, 
and written by the famous nonobjective painter 
Wassily Kandinsky (1866-1944), it explains 
Kandinsky's own theory of painting and crystal-
lizes the ideas that were influencing many other 
modern artists of the period. Along with his 
own groundbreaking paintings, this book had a 
tremendous impact on the development of mod-
ern art.     96pp. 6 x 9. 

    

 May 19, 2021 

 $14.95 US
0-486-84753-5
978-0-486-84753-5 

 Art 
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The Bread Book
Louis P. De Gouy
Written by Master Chef Louis P. DeGouy, one 
of the world’s greatest cooks, this book is an 
invaluable addition to the shelf of any chef—or 
anyone who takes eating seriously. Amateur and 
professional cooks alike with an interest in breads 
will be delighted to find over 500 recipes for 
baking powder biscuits, plain and sweet breads, 
buns, muffins, gingerbread, popovers, scones 
and much more. The book provides recipes for 
simple and complex breads for any occasion 
and excellent advice on breadmaking in general, 
quality-selection of ingredients, and other ideas 
that will help when buying and choosing breads. 
464pp. 6 x 9.

May 19, 2021

$24.95 US
0-486-84784-5
978-0-486-84784-9

Cookbook

THE ICE CREAM BOOK: Over 400 Recipes, Louis P. De Gouy. A master 
chef introduces the fundamentals of frozen desserts — use of milk and 
cream, operating hand freezer or refrigerator, more. Hundreds of recipes 
include bombes, frappés, ices, mousses, parfaits, sherbets. 256pp. 6 x 9. 
 978-0-486-83232-6  $19.95

THE PIE BOOK: Over 400 Classic Recipes, Louis P. De Gouy. More than 
400 recipes range from simple apple and cherry pies to mince meats, 
custards, and chiffons. Includes more than two dozen crust recipes and a 
section on toppings and glazes. Hardcover edition. 432pp. 6 x 9.  
 978-0-486-82455-0  $24.95

THE SOUP BOOK: Over 700 Recipes, Louis P. De Gouy. Thick and thin, 
hot and cold, complex and simple — here are soups for every appetite 
and occasion. A master chef and co-founder of Gourmet magazine pres-
ents more than 700 outstanding recipes for bisques, chowders, consom-
més, and other soups. 432pp. 6 x 9.  978-0-486-82694-3  $24.95
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     BEOWULF    , Translated by R. K. Gordon.   Finest heroic poem in Old English 
celebrates the exploits of Beowulf, a young nobleman of southern Sweden. 
Combines myth, Christian and pagan elements, and history into a powerful 
narrative. Genealogies.         64pp.   5 x 8.      978-0-486-27264-1    $3.00     
     THE ODYSSEY    , Homer.   Excellent prose translation of ancient epic recounts 
adventures of the homeward-bound Odysseus. Fantastic cast of gods, 
giants, cannibals, sirens, other supernatural creatures — true classic 
of Western literature. A selection of the Common Core State Standards 
Initiative.         256pp.   5 3/16 x 8 1/4.      978-0-486-40654-1    $6.00     
     THE GODS OF GREECE AND ROME    , Talfourd Ely.   The characters of this 
rich history range from famous denizens of Olympus to anonymous river 
nymphs, each with individual chapters recounting both the Greek origins 
and the later Roman adaptations.         320pp.   5 3/8 x 8 1/2.   
   978-0-486-42798-0    $14.95     

    Sir Gawain and the 
Green Knight 
   Retold In Modern Prose By 
Jesse L. Weston 
 One of the best-known Arthurian stories—
adapted many times into verse, prose, games, 
and even an upcoming film—this unabridged 
republication of the 1909 edition is beautifully 
bound and finished with a decorated hardcover. 
It recounts an adventure undertaken by King 
Arthur’s famous nephew, Sir Gawain, who is 
brave and the model of knightly grace. When 
a mysterious knight in green armor issues 
a challenge to the Round Table, the gallant 
Gawain volunteers to do battle for his king, 
beginning an adventure that explores chivalric 
tradition, loyalty, and the virtue of forgiveness.    
 80pp. 5 x 8. 

   
 

 June 16, 2021 

 $12.95 US
0-486-84806-X
978-0-486-84806-8 

 Literature 
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Diamond Jim Tyler’s  
Mini Magic Marvels
Diamond Jim Tyler
The author of Dover’s Close-Up Magic Secrets 
and Bar Bet$ To Win Big Buck$ is back to teach 
you new magic tricks that are sure to impress 
your family and friends—because everyone 
could use a little magic! Easily accessible for 
beginners and with much to learn for advanced 
magicians, this instructional guide walks 
readers through fun party tricks using everyday 
objects like money and cellphones, meaning no 
complicated props are needed. Diamond Jim 
even teaches you some mind reading effects, 
requiring nothing but simple know-how. An 
invaluable addition to any magician’s bookshelf. 
144pp. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2.

July 14, 2021

$12.95 US
0-486-84804-3
978-0-486-84804-4

BAR BETS TO WIN BIG BUCKS: Money-Making Tricks and Brainteasers, 
Diamond Jim Tyler. Foreword by Martin Gardner. Illustrated by 
Benjamin Vincent. Balance a dime on the edge of a dollar bill, pass a dollar 
bill through a lime, and discover other quick tricks that can be done with 
coins, pencils, and matchsticks. 128pp. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2. 
  978-0-486-84243-1  $9.95
CLOSE-UP MAGIC SECRETS, Diamond Jim Tyler. Foreword by Jon 
Racherbaumer. Introduction by Jeff Davis. A professional presents tricks 
for magicians at every level of skill, especially novices. Intended for perfor-
mances in bars, restaurants, and other close-up venues, these 29 routines 
include original illusions and traditional crowd pleasers. 176pp. 8 1/4 x 11. 
 978-0-486-47891-3  $14.95

Magic
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